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Funny awards site featuring hundreds of silly awards, humorous certificates and printable
templates for employees, office coworkers, teachers and friends. Funny Office Awards - Top 10
List. Comedian Larry Weaver’s Top 10 favorite funny awards for office workers. All certificates
are from “101 Funny Office Awards.
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Funny Student Awards. Funny certificates are a great way to recognize hard-working students.
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Funny awards certificates offer the opportunity to show your real or mock appreciation for
unusual traits or talents of coworkers, students and peers at a group event. Funny Student
Awards. Funny certificates are a great way to recognize hard-working students. These sample
funny awards for students are perfect for middle school. Superlative definition, of the highest
kind, quality, or order; surpassing all else or others; supreme; extreme: superlative wisdom. See
more.
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templates for employees, office coworkers, teachers and friends. Funniest class: for the class
with the most jokesters; Best dressed group: for the most stylish in the school; Most innovative
ideas: for a group or club that seems. Looking for low-cost office party ideas? Comedian Larry
Weaver has expert advice, funny office awards and printable certificates in his newly updated
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Packed with useful ideas you can immediately apply, you will learn: The seven strengths behind
all beautiful relationships; The secret to reaching others more deeply. Funny awards site
featuring hundreds of silly awards, humorous certificates and printable templates for employees,
office coworkers, teachers and friends.
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Senior Superlatives--pass out awards on the senior's last chapter meeting! tri sigma pearl
sailboat shadow box - Cute idea for senior send off, have everyone. Another great advertising
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most popular icebreaker games. Icebreaker questions are of many different kinds and can be
used for any age group.
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